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Intelligence/ 

Machine LearningThe two services tasked with 
securing more than 2/3 of the 
Earth’s surface are undergoing 

major modernization.

A rapidly growing discipline 
involves modeling human behavior 

based on data collected by the 
Internet of Things (IoT).

After focusing on fighting terrorism 
for two decades, the Army is 

restructuring to return to its original 
mission of ground superiority.

All eyes are on China as it 
eyes the Indo-Pacific region as 

part of a multi-decade plan 
for global domination.

The new U.S. Space Force 
must address defending 

space assets against enemy 
threats AND improving its 

support to warfighters.

The next trend in cybersecurity 
may be zero-trust architecture, 

but extending it throughout 
the virtual world opens up a 

new set of challenges.

Two separate but vital topics addressing 
the dynamic picture of intel collection 
& processing and the USAF’s efforts 

to maintain air supremacy using 
leap-ahead technologies.

Everything is moving to the cloud, 
and this has opened the door to 
a host of new capabilities and 

enabling technologies for them.

Two topics: The agency at the 
heart of military communications 

& information systems 
(+ DISA contracting guide); 

Threats troubling the 
Indo-Pacific region.

While government, industry and 
the military are hard at work 

exploiting 5G, researchers and 
engineers are developing 6G.

Building a phalanx of skilled 
cyber defenders and warriors 

takes a long-term commitment 
to training and retention.

AI and ML are the evolving 
building blocks of next-generation 

information technologies.
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